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School News …for now

 We know it’s hard still keeping on with work but please keep 

going with your work on Google Classrooms

 If  you have any problems please email me: 

schoolmail@crossarthurlie.e-Renfrew.sch.uk

 We are now in June and there are only another three more 

assemblies before the end of term. 

 We will be sharing your reports with your parents at the end 

of next week.
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School News.. From Next 

Week
 Staff are beginning to get things ready for June. But there 

are lots of changes, and we still need to make sure there 
is space between everyone.

 We need to make sure that as few people as possible 
come  close to each other or touch the same things as 

we know this is how the virus can spread. 

 Carlibar staff need to get their school ready too so the 

Cross Arthurlie children from the hub will be in Cross 
Arthurlie.



School News… and after 

that  
 I know that you will be wondering about your new teachers. 

As soon as I can I will let you know.

 We have some new teachers starting this year and I’m not 
sure of their names yet. 

 When we come back school will have some things that are 
different and some that are the same. 

 We will make sure that on your Google Classroom towards 
the end of term we will have some things for you to 
introduce yourself to your new teachers and for your 
teachers to introduce themselves to you



Comings and Goings
 For most of you although school will have changed after the 

summer you will be coming back to Cross Arthurlie. 

 This is not true for our Primary 7 children or the children starting 

Primary 1. 

 We are talking to nursery staff about visits to school for the 

new children. We have also made a video for them to take a 

virtual tour. 

 Primary 7 children will also have some time in Cross Arthurlie 

and a visit to their new High school. 

 We still need to keep numbers low so it will only be part of the 

class in at a time for both P1 and P7



#XAcolourhunt
Thanks so much to everyone who has joined in with the 
colour hunt to create our Cross Arthurlie Rainbow. 

Thanks to everyone who is continuing to add to 

the ribbons, they’re looking fabulous



#XAcolourhunt 
 Remember to count the items and you (or a grown up) could take 

pictures and post them on your Google Classroom or the school 

Twitter page @crossarthurlie using the hashtag  #Xacolourhunt

 We are on the last rainbow colour today… violet 

Happy hunting 



When the sun shines

 I’ve loved reading about all the fun you have been having 

in the sunny weather. 



We need to remember to 

take care though … 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxAsoBXmC

Jk

 Although we can’t go to the beach we can still 
take on board the Minion’s advice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxAsoBXmCJk


Overall points 

Craigie Gleniffer Shanks Levern

20 19 18 22

Alexander (Levern) in P3 and Ramine (Shanks) in P5 posted 
about reading and . Well Done !!

We are having another staff quiz tomorrow night…. I 
wonder who will win this time ?? 



Singing 

Once again we’re finishing off assembly with a link to 
Fischy Music ( this is their week 10 assembly)

There are lots of my favourite songs today… and a dance 
!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2JyOA-GlUU
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